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Create, correct, and control with layers, 
the most powerful tool in Photoshop and Photoshop Elements

Imagine yourself in total control of every adjustment to your photos. Youve seen the illustrations in glossy magazines, the fine art reproductions in museum catalogs, the award-winning pictures of professional photographers. To produce this kind of magic, understanding how to use layers for your entire breadth of image correction is key.

Discover the best ways to showcase your talent with the full power of layers from best-selling author/digital image specialist Richard Lynch. Learn what layers can do for you as an integral part of organizing image development, creating and storing image versions with nondestructive editing, and promoting a positive workflow. 

Timeless, not version specific, this book will help you take layers to a new level to increase your efficiency and produce better end results, whatever release of the software you use. Step-by-step instructions and practical examples illustrate how to

Dont make your work harder than it needs to be when you can use layers to control any adjustment using multiple forms of blending concurrently  transparency, clipping, opacity/fill, masking, modes, channel targeting, Blend If, and styles. 

Author Richard Lynch is a photographer, designer, editor, web developer, and author of the popular Hidden Powers series on Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. He also writes for PCPhoto, Popular Photography, Digital Photographer, and Digital Photography Techniques.

* Leverage layer power to correct and enhance color, fix problems in composition, repair damage or flaws, and isolate image areas for changes, adjustments and experimental concepts

* Incorporate layers in a workflow that extracts the maximum from your camera, exploits the potential in every image and helps you organize your perceptions and ideas according to your unique vision

* Recombine layers to form new images in a nondestructive process that preserves both the original image and intermediate layers for further editing - or tomorrow's inspirations

* Dip into the accompanying CD with a robust library and presets of practice images. Create your own set of favorite composition techniques
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Data Storage Networking: Real World Skills for the CompTIA Storage+ Certification and BeyondSybex, 2014

	Learn efficient ways to harness and manage your data storage networks


	Whether you're preparing for the CompTIA Storage+ exam or simply seeking a deeper understanding of data storage networks, this Sybex guide will help you get there. This book covers data storage from the basics to advanced topics, and provides practical...
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Modeling Derivatives in C++John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book is the definitive and most comprehensive guide to modeling derivatives in C++ today. Providing readers with not only the theory and math behind the models, as well as the fundamental concepts of financial engineering, but also actual robust object-oriented C++ code, this is a practical introduction to the most important derivative...
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Design Sensitivity Analysis and Optimization of Electromagnetic Systems (Mathematical and Analytical Techniques with Applications to Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents a comprehensive introduction to design sensitivity analysis theory as applied to electromagnetic systems. It treats the subject in a unified manner, providing numerical methods and design examples. The specific focus is on continuum design sensitivity analysis, which offers significant advantages over discrete...
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Fuzzy Probabilities: New Approach and Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 1999
In probability and statistics we often have to estimate probabilities and parameters in probability distributions using a random sample. Instead of using a point estimate calculated from the data we propose using fuzzy numbers which are constructed from a set of confidence intervals. In probability calculations we apply constrained fuzzy arithmetic...
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Rake Task Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deploy, test, and build software to solve real-world automation challenges using Rake


	Overview

	
		Solve real-world automation challenges with human readable code.
	
		Build or deploy an application package quickly.
	
		Easy-to-follow instructions to speed up tasks and manage them...
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Forensic CBT: A Handbook for Clinical PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Forensic CBT: A Handbook for Clinical Practice is an edited collection that represents the first authoritative resource on the utilization of CBT strategies and techniques for offender clients.

	
		Features contributions from leaders of the major schools of CBT on the treatment of antisocial personality patterns as well...
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